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Abstract 
Peirce allegories are defined. They mix two dual allegory structures, as fuzzy matrix theory 
does. Sequential applications of the transitive closure, the transitive interior, the symmetric losure 
and the symmetric interior are studied in Peirce allegories. Semi-direct product of Peirce algebras 
by finite acting groups are defined. Internal characterization of such algebras is established. 
Properties of the coimage functor are given. Conversely, a Peirce semi-allegory is associated 
to a functor (on a suitable category) which resembles a coimage functor. @ 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 18B10, 03G15, 04A72, 04A05, 06A15 
1. Introduction 
The effect of sequential applications of three basic operations (i.e., transitive closure, 
symmetric closure and complementation) on binary relations was examined first by 
Graham, Knuth and Motzkin in their article “Complements and transitive closure” 
[lo], and then by Fishburn in his “Operations on binary relations” [4]. If R is a binary 
relation on the set X, its complement is denoted by RC, its symmetric closure (i.e. 
R U R”) by RS, where R” is the reciprocal (converse, inverse, transpose of R; defined 
by (x, y) E R” H (y,x) E R), and its transitive closure (the union of R and of all 
its successive powers) by Rf (in [4] RS denotes the symmetric interior R f7 R”, that 
is our Rcsc; and R+ is denoted by R’). Most of the following identities have been 
proved: 
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(1) R +C+C+ = R+C+C 
’ (2) RSCS = Rsc, 
(3) Rsfs = Rs+, 
(4) R+S+ = RS+, 
(5) R +CSC+ = RiCSC 
(6) R 
tC+CS = R+SC+C 
for each binary relation R. The interesting identity (1) appeared in [lo]. 
Such identities can also be written for fuzzy matrices whose entries lie in boolean 
algebras (in complete boolean algebras if necessary). Invoking nice imbeddings of a 
boolean algebra in a subdirect product of the simple boolean algebra implies that the 
identities are indeed true. More generally these identities can also be written in boolean 
allegories [5] (Schroder categories, relation algebras) and they are also true in this case, 
as has been proved [ 141. 
While working on similar problems [6] we learned that it was easier to work with 
the four operators +, c+c, s, csc. Denoting + by fi, c+c by 01, s by f2 and csc by 
02, the above identities become: 
(tsl) R fiolfi = Rf”3 > 
(ts2) Rf202 = Rf2 
(ts3) Rf2f& = R&i, 
(ts4) RflfZfl = Rfh, 
(ts5) Rfl’Jzfl = Rf’oz, 
(ts6) RfiOlfz = Rflb.7 
for each R. 
Let us denote by fi the classical transitive closure for 0, the supinf composition 
law, 01 the transitive closure for 0, the inf-sup composition law (i.e. Rol is the greatest 
X which verifies that X > X OX and X c R), f2 the classical symmetric losure, and 02 
the symmetric losure for reverse inclusion. Identities (tsl)-(ts6) can then be written 
for fuzzy matrices (on a finite set, or if the coefficient lattice is complete and completely 
distributive). Invoking a nice embedding of the coefficient lattice into a boolean algebra 
allows us to assert hat the given identities are verified. 
Some may object to this proof (embedding may hide truth keys), but the question 
remains: what are the connections between the two operations (i.e., inf-sup and sup-inf 
composition laws) that allow a direct proof of the written identities to be produced. 
We must introduce a calculus with two operations (0 and V), a distributive lattice 
structure (i.e., f7 and U), and an operator (0: R 4 R“). It is well known that fuzzy 
relations endowed with the inf-sup composition law, n, U, and the symmetric operator 
is a distributive allegory [5, 141. The triples (O,n,o) and (V,U,O) must verify the 
allegory axioms. The operation 0 must be distributive with respect o U, and 0 to n. 
But the essence of the links between 0, 0, fl, U and o is given by two new properties, 
and their dual: 
f’O<QC’RR)c(POQ>vR 
Rn((PU W)VQ)cPV(Qu POR). 
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Pratt, in his very illuminating article “Origins of the calculus of binary relations” [171 
reveals that the first of these two identities has already been used by Peirce a century 
earlier. Then we shall call Peirce allegories those endowed with similar structures and 
axioms. 
It is shown that the category of matrices over a Peirce semi-allegory is also a Peirce 
semi-allegory. Certain links between 0 and the greatest solutions of equations (X is 
unknown) P 0 X CA are established. 
Adding some often-verified properties of the two transitive closures, fi and 01, to the 
above identities, it is shown that (tsl)-(ts6) are true in Peirce algebras. The following 
question then arises: do we have enough identities to derive all the obtainable identities? 
The answer is yes: the universal monoid generated by four idempotents (01, f2, 01, oz), 
satisfying the above identities is a 27-element monoid (there exists an obvious solution 
of the word problem in this monoid). This monoid is isomorphic with the concrete 
monoid generated by the transitive closure and interior and the symmetric losure and 
interior, acting on the binary relations on a more-than4 element set. This is proved in 
[7]. The order between these operators is also studied in this last article. Other binary 
relation operator monoids have been studied in [l, 4, 10, 131. 
Other useful identities involving transitive or transitive-and-symmetrical elements in 
various allegories appeared in [2, 9, 11, 141, some are shown to be true in Peirce 
allegories. 
Construing a result used in [12] (to study relation algebras which resemble 2 x 2- 
matrix algebras), semi-direct products of Peirce semi-algebras by finite acting groups 
are defined. This gives us a family of new examples of Peirce semi-algebras. It is 
shown how algebras of square fuzzy matrices on a finite set can be represented by 
such semi-direct products. This last result reveals to be very useful while establishing 
certain results on binary relations of low orders [7, 131. 
To end, we give certain properties of the coimage fknctor restricted to maps. Con- 
versely, given a functor (on a category having a Cartesian product bifunctor), whose 
properties resemble coimage functor properties, a Peirce semi-allegory is produced. 
2. Peirce allegories: definition and examples 
For our purpose, it is convenient to define a semi-allegory, a sort of allegory [5] but 
without unity for composition, but unities for semi-lattice laws. That is: 
Definition 2.1. A semi-allegory is a graph (i.e. two classes, one called arrows, and 
the other objects, and two mappings from arrows into objects: S, as source, and T, as 
target) with production rules: 
(ARl) to each ordered pair of arrows P and Q satisfying T(P) = S(Q) we associate 
P 0 Q whose source is S(P) and target r(Q), 
(AR2) to each ordered pair of arrows P and Q satisfying S(P) = S(Q) and T(P) = 
T(Q) we associate P n Q whose source is S(P) and target T(Q), 
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(AR3) to each P we associate P” whose source is T(P) and target S(P), 
(AR4) for each ordered pair of objects objects A and B, we associate a morphism 
OA,B whose source is A and target B. 
These rules satisfy equations tating that n is an idempotent, commutative and as- 
sociative law, with unity CO, that 0 is associative and monotone on both sides, that o 
is an involutive antihomomorphism for 0 and n, in addition to satisfying the modular 
law (ML) for (O,n) that reads: 
~~~OQ>~~)~(~OcQ~<p”O~)))=(POQ>~~, 
and the normalization axiom: 
for each P, PnPOo=P 
Note. (ML) is more usually expressed by 
We are supplied with all the necessary terms to give a definition of Peirce semi- 
allegories. 
Definition 2.2. A Peirce semi-allegory is a semi-allegory d with three added produc- 
tion rules: 
(SARl) to each ordered pair of arrows P and Q satisfying Z’(P) = S(Q) we associate 
P 0 Q whose source is S(P) and target T(Q), 
(SAR2) to each ordered pair of arrows P and Q satisfying S(P) = S(Q) and T(P) = 
T(Q) we associate P U Q whose source is S(P) and target T(Q), 
(SAR3) for each ordered pair of objects A and B, we associate a morphism tl~,s 
whose source is A and target B. 
These rules satisfy equations tating that (a, 0, o, U, a) is a semi-allegory, that (fl, U) 
is a distributive lattice, and the axioms 
(Pl) f’O<QVWW’OQ>vR 
(P2) Rn((PUW)VQ)cPV(QUW"OR), 
(P3) RU((Pn woQ>3pOcQn W” va 
(Dl) PO(QUR)=POQUPOR, andPOa=a, 
(D2) PV(QnR)=PVQnPVR, andPVo=w. 
Definition 2.3. A Peirce allegory is a Peirce semi-allegory (A, O,V, f&U,” ,o, a), en- 
dowed with unities (A for 0 and V for 0) satisfying the equations: A U V = o and 
AnV=a. 
Example 2.4. Let L be a distributive lattice. Endowed with the laws 0 = n, 0 = U, 
o= identity it becomes a Peirce allegory. 
Proposition 2.5. Let JX! be a Peirce semi-allegory. Let us use mat(&) to represent 
the graph whose objects are all families of L-objects indexed by jinite sets; the arrows 
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between (Ai)iEE and (Bi)iE~ are matrices of arrows (Ri,j)icE,jcF, where Ri,j is an d- 
arrow from Ai to Bj. We extend 0 and 0 by 
(R 0 Sh,k = V&j 0 Sj,k, CR 0 S)j,k = A Ri,j 0 &,k. 
j i 
We extend n and U, w and a entry-by-entry, and o by Rzj = (Rj,i)‘. Endowed with 
all these rules, mat(&) becomes a Peirce semi-allegory. 
Proof. We have 
(f’ 0 <Q Q R)) (i,j) = V 
k 
and 
((P 0 4) 0 R)(i,j) = A ( V(f’ci,lt, 0 Q(l’,k/))) 0 R(k:j) . 
k’ 1’ 
The identity (Pl ) is equivalent to: for any k and any k’ we have 
P(i,k) 0 l\(Qckr, vR(~j)) 
( I( 
G V(Pci,I’) 0 Q(r’,k’)) vR(~,j). 
1 I’ 
We have 
P(i,k) 0 
( 
l\(Qck,r, VR(l,j)) CP(i,k) 0 (Q(k,k’) VR(k’,j)) 
1 ) 
and 
(P(i,k) 0 Q(k,k’)) V R(k’,j) C 
( 
VCP~~.I~) 0 Q(/‘,kl)) 0 R(k’,j)* 
1’ ) 
Lattice modularity implies 
P(i,k) 0 (Q(k,k’) 0 R(kf,j)) C(P(i,k) 0 Q(k,k’)) 0 R(kJ,j). 
Proofs of the other properties follow similar method. 0 
Proposition2.6. ZfPnQ=a thenP”O(QVA)cA. ZffUQ=coaandP”OX~A 
thenXcQVA. 
Proof. IfP”nQ”=awehaveA=AU(P”~Q”)OoandAU(P”nQO)Ow~P”O 
(conQVA)=P”O(QVA). 
If P”OXcA and PUQ = w we have X =Xn(PUQ)VA which is contained in 
QV(Au(P”OX))=QVAPnQ=a. 0 
Consequence 2.7. If P has a complement (PC) then PC 0 A 0 PC0 is the greatest 
solution of the equation P” 0 X 0 P c A. 
Conversely, we have 
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Proposition 2.8. In a Peirce allegory, zf Q 0 A is the greatest solution of equation 
P” 0 X c A, for each A, then Q is a complement of P. 
Proof. We have P” 0 (Q 0 V) c V, that is P” 0 Q fl A = a which implies P fl Q = a. 
We have P" A c PO, this implies A c Q 0 P”, that is V U Q 0 P” = CO which implies 
PuQ=o. 0 
Let us call (A, 0, fl, U,’ , CD, a,- ) a pseudo-complemented distributive semi-allegory if
(4 0, no ,o) is a semi-allegory, (n,U,o, 01,~ ) is a pseudo-complemented distributive 
lattice, and if the properties P 0 (Q U R) = P 0 Q UP 0 R, and P 0 a = a are satisfied. 
If, furthermore, T is a complement&ion then the semi-allegory is said to be boolean. 
As a consequence of the above propositions it is known that: in a boolean semi- 
allegory (&) there is at most one law, 0 (defined by P 0 Q = (P’ 0 Q7)-), such 
that d becomes a Peirce allegory. In what follows it is shown that, endowed with this 
new law 0, a boolean semi-allegory becomes a Peirce allegory. 
Proposition 2.9. Let (A, 0, fl, U,” , to, a,7 ) be a pseudo-complemented distributive semi- 
allegory. Let us define 0 by P 0 Q = (P’ 0 Q-)-. This law is associative and 
monotone on both sides, and (A, 0, 0, n, U,' , o,a) satisjes (Pl), (P2), (Dl), (D2). 
Zf 7 is a complementation then (&, 0, 0, U, n,’ , w, a) is a Peirce semi-allegory. 
Proof. Associativity: 
PV(QVR)c(PVQ)VR 
is equivalent to PV(QVR)~I(P~OQ~)~~~R’ =a, 
to (P 0 (Q 0 R)) 0 R’” fl (P’ Q Q-)-- = a, 
to (P 0 <Q 0 R)) 0 R-” W- 0 Q-F, 
to (PV(QVR))OR’“nP’OQ7=a, 
to P’“O(PV(QVR))~R’“nQi=a, 
which is implied by (Q 0 R)‘R’” n Q1 = a, 
and this last equation is implied by Q-l n Q1 = a. 
(PI) PO<QVR)WOQ)VR 
is equivalent to P 0 <Q- 0 R-)- c((P 0 Q)- 0 R-)- 
to PO(Q7VR’)‘n(POQ)10R’ =a 
to (QIVR’)‘nPoO((POQ)l~R’)=a 
which is true because P” 0 ((P 0 Q)- 0 R’) = (P” 0 (P 0 Q)-) 0 R’. 
The result then follows from the identity P” 0 (P 0 Q)- c Q7 which is a consequence 
of (POQ)-nPQ=a. 
09) Rn((PUW)VQ)cPV(QUW"~R) 
is equivalent to R n ((P U W) 0 Q) fl P’ 0 (Q U W” 0 R)’ = a. 
Applying modularity we obtain 
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We have 
and(P’nRO(RoOW)‘)OQ’c(P’nW’)OQ’.ThenusingP’~W’c(PUW)’ 
we obtain P 0 (Q- 0 R’)’ n (P 0 Q)- 0 R’ = a. 
(W PUQnPVRcPV(QnR) 
is equivalent to PVQnPVRnP’O(QnR)‘=cc 
to P’“O(PVQnPVR)n(QnR)7 =c( 
which is implied by P’“OPVQnP-oOPVRn(QnR)‘=ci 
by Q”nR”n(QnR)‘=cI 
which is a consequence of (Q n R) fl (Q rl R)’ = a. 
The modular law for (0, U, o) reads P 0 Q U R > P 0 (Q U P” 0 R), that is 
(P’nQ-,-UR>(P’n (QU(P’nR’)‘)7)1. 
With P = Q = a this last identity implies R > R”“. That is if the modular law for 
(0, U,o) is satisfied every element is (ll)-closed, i.e. 1 is a complementation. 
The converse is left to the reader. 0 
Other examples are given by Propositions 4.4 and 5.14. 
We do not know anything about Peirce allegories whose map category is a topos. 
3. Identities involving transitive and symmetric losures 
We need new symbols to represent transitive and symmetric closures, and kth powers. 
Conventional symbols are used in contexts encompassing only one binary composition 
law, and with no ambiguity as to the order. But here we have two laws, and two 
orders, hence the symbols for transitive closure must include two signs, that of the 
law and that of the order, those for symmetric closure must include that of the order 
(we are working with only one dual operator), and the symbols for kth powers must 
include that of the composition law. For lack of clear notation we suggest: 
Notation. We shall use Pcok) for the kth power of P for the law 0, P(Oi) for the 
transitive closure of P with reference to the law 0 and the order 5 (i.e., an element 
T verifying inequations P 5 X, X (0’) < X, and if Y is another solution of those _ 
inequalities then T 2 Y ), P@l) for the symmetric closure of P with reference to the 
unary operator ’ and the order 5 (i.e., an element S verifying inequalities P 5 X and 
X” 5 X, and if Y is another solution of those inequations then S 5 Y). 
We shall say that an element is (0 I)-transitive it is equal to its transitive closure, 
and (o<)-symmetrical if it is equal to its symmetric closure (i.e., if it is equal to its 
reverse). 
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Proposition 3.1. In a Peirce semi-allegory, let P be a (Q c)-transitive element having 
a (0 I)-closure, W. This element W is also (0 c)-transitive. 
Proof. W is the greatest solution of X 0 X 3 X and P 3X. Let us prove that if X is 
a solution of these inequalities, then X UX(*‘) is. We have: 
(X u 29)) v (X u x(0*) ) 3 x 0 (X u X(02)) u x(0*) v x(02) 
>x0xux(**)0x 
3XUX~(XVX) 
>XUXCjX 
Furthermore, X UX Q X is contained in P, because P is (0 C)-transitive. Cl 
Consequence 3.2. In a Peirce semi-allegory having (0 c)-closure and (0 x)-closure, 
for each en&morphism P we have: ~(0 C)(Q 3~0 C) = ~(0 C)(Q 3) and PC” 3~0 C)(Q 1) 
= p(Q 3x0 0. 
The Graham-Knuth-Mot&ins identity (Introduction (1 )), is a particular consequence 
of this result. For further works on this identity see [8, 161, and for other consequences 
of Peirce identities see [8]. 
This result and its consequence can be seen as an infinitary version of: 
Proposition 3.3. In a Peirce semi-allegory, if P is (0 c)-transitive then if 0 5 k, q 
then p(v(k+l)) 0 p(v(q+l)) c p(v(k+‘7-1)). 
Proof. If k = q = 0 then this identity becomes P 0 P c P. 
We have 
P 0 P(v(q+l)) c(P 0 P) 0 P(Q), 
PvxuPvx~**~>~uPv(x~x), 
(P 0 P) 0 P@r) c P 0 P(Q). 
Then using induction we obtain P 0 P(@) c P(‘q), for each q. 
We have 
pCw+‘)) 0 pG%) c(p(w Q p) 0 p(9) 
c P(Vk) 0 (P 0 P(Q)) 
c pC=) Q p(Q), 
Using induction, the conclusion follows. •I 
Proposition 3.4. Zf P is a symmetrical element then P 0 P and PC* =) are. 
Proof. If X is a solution of X 0 X CX and P CX then X” is. 17 
Consequence 3.5. For each endomorphism P, PC* c)(Oc)(o =) = P(Oc)(* =). 
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Proof. We have 
p(O C) c p(C)(O C) ? 
$0 C)(OC)(O C) (-p(WO C)(OCKO Cl 1 
p(ao C)(OC)(O C) = p(GO Cl 
Furthermore, we have P(‘C)(O C) c P(OC)(~C)(O C). 0 
Consequence 3.6. Zf P is (0 C)-transitive then p(“>) is. 
Consequence 3.7. For each endomorphism P we have 
p(0 C)(O3)(0 Cl = p(Q)(O C) 
Proposition 3.8. Zf P is (0 c)-transitive then Pcv2) >(P U P0)(v2) n P. 
Consequence 3.9. Zf P is (0 c)-transitive and 1 5 n then 
pW+‘)) >(P ” po)w+‘n “PC”“). 
Proof. We have: 
(p u pO)Wn+2)) n p(%+l)) = (p u po ) 0 (p u po )(W+l)) n p(Wn+l)) 
c p Q ((p u po)(W+W up 0 pW+W) 
= P 0 (((P u P”)(o(n+l)) u P 0 P@‘)). 
Using induction, the conclusion follows. 0 
Consequence 3.10 Zf P is (0 c)-transitiue and 1 5 n then 
P(v”) 3 P n fi(P u P”)(Q? 
m=l 
Consequence 3.11 Zf a Peirce semi-allegory verifies that for each endomorphism P 
we have PC0 ‘) = n,+, Pcun) then, for each P we have 
p(0 C)(OCW 3) = p(0 cw 3)(C). 
Proposition 3.12. Zf R is (0 C)-transitive then we have: R(02)(02) cR(~~). 
Proof. We have: 
Rcu2) 0 RCo2) c (RCo2) 0 R) 0 R 
c(RV(ROR))VR 
c(RVR)VR. 0 
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Definition 3.13. In a semi-allegory, a morphism U is said to be an ideal if it verifies 
WUO = U [2]. In a Peirce semi-allegory an element R is said a O-equivalence if R is 
symmetrical and (0 c)-transitive. 
Example 3.14. In the algebra of square matrices with values in a distributive lattice, 
a matrix is an ideal if and only if it is a constant. In binary relations on sets, the only 
ideals are the least and the greatest relations. 
Proposition 3.15. In a Peirce semi-allegory, if U is an ideal in the context (0, n, ‘, 
w), then it is also an ideal in the context (0, U, O, 0~). 
Proof. We have U=uoU then U=(aVco)OUCaV(coOU)=aUU, and we 
have a V U c U. 0 
Proposition 3.16. If R is a O-equivalence then. 
( 1) Rcv2) c Rcu4), 
(2) ip(v3) u j&732) = (R u Jj(799t~2) 
> 
(3) R(02)(*2) U R(u2) is an ideal. 
Proof. (1) R(03) 0 R >(Rtv2) 0 R(u2)) 0 R 3 Rtv2) 0 Rcu3) > R(v2)(*3). But as R is 
symmetrical then Rv2 is also symmetrical, and R P2X03) therefore contains Rcu2). 
(2) Using modularity we obtain: 
R(“) U Rcv2) >(R U Rtu3) 0 R”) 0 (R U R” 0 RcQ3)). 
Using symmetry of R and Rcu4) = Rcv2), we obtain 
Rt”3) ” R(92) >(R u R(~2))((92). 
Using (R U R(v2))(02) 3 R(v2) U R(u4) , we obtain the reverse inclusion. 
(3) We have: 
Note. The first property is the exact translation of the Chin-Tarski result [Z]: “in a 
relation algebra, if R is an equivalence then Rc2 is an equivalence.” 
Consequence 3.17 If R is a @equivalence then R II R(“) is the (0 >)-transitive 
closure of R. 
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Summary. In a Peirce algebra having (0 c)-closure and (0 >)-closure verifying that, 
for each P, we have: 
(1) P(Q’) = n,,, p(Qn), 
(2) p(O C) = &p(On); 
we have proved that the following equations hold between the operators: 
USl) x2 =x if x E {fir01,f2,02} 
(TS2) fiOlfi = fi0, and olf,ol = elf,, 
(TS3) f202 = f2 and 02f2 = 02, 
(TS4) f2fif2 = f2fi and 020~02 = 0201, 
(TS5) f,fzf, = f2fi and 010201 = 0201, 
(TV fio2fi = fio2 and oif2ol = olfz, 
(TS7) fiolf2 = flf2ol and olfio2 = olo2fr, 
where fi = (0 c), 01 = (0 I), f2 = (0 c), 02 = (0 1). 
Furthermore, the image of each element by one of the 
fio10201, frolf2f,, and those obtained by exchanging o and 
operators fif2fiol, f2olfi, 
f, is an ideal. 
4. Semi-direct product of a Peirce semi-algebra by an operating group 
A description of 2 x 2-matrix algebras can be given using only the two diagonals 
(this was used in an early article [12]). To any matrix (z i) we make correspond the 
ordered pair ((i), (E)). The product of the two 2 x 2-matrices (z f;) and (i L) 
gives the ordered pair 
K 
(a n c) u (b n 9) 
)( 
(a fl f) u (b r-l h) 
(C n f) u (d n h) ’ (C n e) u (d n 9) >) 
which can be written as 
(with the obvious convention for n and U). If we define the operator s acting on 
2-entry columns by (i)’ = (i) an 1 we forget the entries, we can write the product d ‘f
(u,u)(w,x) = ((u n W) u (U nP),(U n x) u (u n w’)), with u = (g) etc. 
Can the above transformation be extended to higher order square matrices? The 
answer is yes. To any (n + 1) x (n + 1)-matrix A we make correspond the (n + l)- 
family of (n+l)-columns ( (A[i-k,i]),EF),,, (with F = {O,l,...,n}; substraction and 
addition are modulo (n+ 1) ones). Let us call Sums this correspondence (the columns 
are the positive Sarrus diagonals). The ith entry of the kth column of Surrus(AB) is 
AB[i-k,i]. It is equal to lJ,A[i-k,l]B[I,i] = lJ,A[i- k,i-u]B[i-u,i], and we have 
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A[i - k,i - u]B[i - u,i] = Surrus(A)[k - u]( )[jS u z arrus(B)[u][i] (where C(u) denotes 
the column C[i - u]I.~F), that is 
Sarrus(AB)[i] = USarrus(A)[k - u](u)Surrus(B)[u]. 
This formula ingredients are a group structure on F, an action of this group on the 
columns, a multiplication between two columns, and an accumulation operator (U). We 
can generalize the above construction. 
Distributive semi-allegories are defined as distributive allegories are, we only add 
identities CI for U satisfying PLY = a. In what follow an allegory is a semi-allegory to 
which we add unities A for the composition law. A semi-algebra is a semi-allegory 
with only one object, an algebra is an allegory with only one object. 
Definition 4.1. Let d = (A, 0, f&U, o,a,o) be a distributive semi-algebra, nd G a 
finite group acting on d as endomorphisms for all its structures. We shall call semi- 
direct product of d by G the distributive semi-algebra 
(1) whose supporting set is AG, 
(2) n, U, o and CY are extended coordinate-by-coordinate, 
(3) reciprocation, o, is defined by P’[h] = (P[h(-‘j](h))“, for each h E G (where 
P[h] is the hth coordinate of P, x(h) the image of x E A under the action of h E G, 
and h(-‘) the inverse of h in G), 
(4) and composition P 0 Q is defined by 
P 0 Q[ul = u Pbu’-“I@) 0 Q[ul 
UEG 
for each v. 
This new semi-algebra shall be denoted by &@G. 
Proposition 4.2. d@G is a distributive semi-algebra. Furthermore, let A be a unity 
for the d composition law, and Id the G unity. Let us extend A as an element of 
d@G, A[Id] = A, A[h] = CI if h # Id. This A is a unity for the composition law 
in &@G. 
Proof. Two points are not obvious: (P 0 Q)’ = Q” 0 P” and the modularity law. 
(P 0 Q>Vl = (PO Q[h’-“IW)’ = ((u PP(-‘)u(-‘)I(4 0 Qbl)(A))” 
UEG 
= u Q[u](h)” 0 (P[h(-l)u(-l)](uh))o, 
UEG 
(Q’ 0 P”)[h] = u Q”[h(-‘)u(-‘j](u) 0 P”[u] 
UEG 
= u Q[uh’-“](hu’-l’)“(u) 0 P[u(-l)](u)” 
UEG 
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= u Q[uh(-')](h)" 0 P[u(-l)](u)” 
UEG 
= u Q[u](h)" 0 P[h(-‘+I-‘)](uh)‘, 
VEG 
We have 
c u P[uu’-“l(u) 0 (Q[u] n P[uu’-“l(u)” 0 R[u]). 
UEG 
P” OR[u] = u P”[uw(-l)](w) 0 Q[w] = u P[wu’-l)](w)” 0 Q[w]. 
WEG WEG 
Then 
(p 0 Q n WI c U P[uu(-%~ 0 (QM n p” 0 W). 0 
UEG 
Definition 4.3. Let &’ = (A, O,‘?, n, U,’ , w, a) be a Peirce semi-algebra, nd G a finite 
group acting on d as endomorphisms for all its structures. On the distributive semi- 
algebra, d@G, let us define 0 by P 0 Q[u] = nuEG P[d-*‘l(u) 0 Q[u]. d@G then 
becomes a Peirce semi-algebra, lso called the semi-direct product of J$ and the acting 
group G. 
Proposition 4.4. A@G is a Peirce semi-algebra. 
Proof. For example let us verify one of the Peirce identities: 
P 0 (Q 0 R)[u] = u P[UU’-q(u) 0 n Q[UW’-I’](W) 0 R[w] 
UEG ( WEG 
c u n P[uu’-“l(u) 0 (Q[uw’-“l(w) 0 NW]) 
t&G wEG 
c u n (P[uu’-“l(u) 0 Q[uw’-l)](w)) 0 R[W] 
UEG wEG 
d--lG U(P[ 
( 
uu(-‘j](u) 0 Q[uw’-“l(w) 
) 
0 R[w] 
UEG 
c n u P[uu(-~)](uw(-~)) 0 Q[uw’-“1 
WEG ILEG 
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= P[vw(-‘)z(-*j](z) 0 Q[z] (w) 0 R[w], 
=(POQ)C'R[u]. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let ~4 = (A, 0, n, U, o, ~1, w, A) be a distributive algebra, Suppose there 
is a decomposition G of w (i.e., the union of G is o, and the elements in G are 
mutually disjoint), with G a jinite subgroup Cfor the composition law), containing A. 
Let us denote by L the distributive lattice of elements less than A. Then: 
(SI) the mapping Sarrus from A into LG(deJined by Sarrus[M][h] = h” OM fl A) 
is a bijection; 
(S2) with the action of G on L defined by a(g) = g”OaOg, Sarrus is an isomorphism 
of algebras. 
Proof. First let us recall some greater or lesser known results in allegories [5, 141: 
(1) if f is invertible then its inverse is f ‘; 
(2) if f is a function (i.e. f” 0 f c A) then f 0 (X fl Y) = f 0 X rl f 0 Y; 
(3) if bcA then b = b”; 
(4) if a c A and b c A then a 0 b = a fl b; 
(5) f Ow=(f Of”nA)Oo. 
Result 1 ensures that G acts on L as a group. Results 1 and 2 ensure that G acts 
as endomorphism for the lattice structure of L. 
For each M we have M = UgEG g 0 (go 0 M n A): 
M=Mnw=Mn(Ug)= U(Mng) 
sEo gEo 
=U(gOg’OMng)= UgO(g”OMnA). 
eEo gEo 
This results reads: “Sarrus has a retract, coSarrus”, coSarrus being defined by 
coSarrus[F] = U g 0 F[g]. 
eEo 
cosarrus is the inverse of Sarrus: 
Sarrus[coSarrus[F]][h] = h” 0 (coSarrus[F]) n A 
=h”O (igOF[d) nA 
= ~@“OgOFkC-M. 
gEG 
As h” 0 g = c1 if g # h, then Sarrus[coSarrus[F]][h] = F[h]. 
Verifying that Sarrus is a lattice homomorphism is easy. 
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We have Surms[X 0 Y] = Sm-u.s[X] 0 Smrus[X]: 
Surrus[X 0 Y][h] = h” 0 X 0 Y n A 
= h” 0 (c~Sarms[Suwus[X]]) 0 (coSums[Szrms[Y]]) n A 
= ho 0 
( 
u 9 O ~~~~GXsl 0 
> ( 
u f 0 SarMW-1 I-J A 
gEG fc’c > 
= u WOgOS ~~~~MglO f 0 Sa~~~[Yl[f1 C-I A). 
f&G 
We have h”OgOSurrus[X][g]0f~S urrus[Y][f] ch”0gOf and h"OgOfnA = ct 
if g 0 f # h, then: 
Surrus[X 0 Y][h] = u f” 0 S arWXl[h 0 f”1 O f 0 Su~WlEfl n A 
.f= 
= (Sun-us[X] O Suwus[Y])[h]. 
We have Sums[M”] = (Sum.s[M])“: 
S~~~s[M”][h]=hoOMoOnA=MOhnA=hoO(hOMnA)h 
= (Surrus[M][h”])(h) = (Suwus[M])“[h]. 0 
Proposition 4.6. In u Peirce allegory we have: 
(1) if g is a map for 0 (i.e., a function for 0 verifying that A c g 0 go), then it 
has a complement gc (= g 0 V), furthermore g 0 M c gc 0 M; 
(2) if g is invertible for 0 then gc is for 0 and g VM = gc 0 M. 
Proof. (1) We have 
(2) We have 
Furthermore, we have gc 0 (g")c n A = a: this is equivalent to 
8’ 0 W 0 WY n A> = a, 
M = g”Og~McgOO(gCVM)c(go)CVgCVM = VVM = M, that is g”O(gOM> = 
go VW QM). 0 
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Theorem 4.7. Let A be a Peirce algebra. Suppose that there is a decomposition G of 
co, where G is a jinite subgroup for 0 containing A. Sarrus is also a homomorphism 
for 0. 
Proof. We can define Sarrus’ for 0: 
Sarrus’[M][hC](uC) = Sarrus[M][h](u) u V 
and the conclusion follows. 0 
5. Coimage functor. Symmetrically logical functors and associated Peirce 
semi-allegories 
5.1. Prelogical functors and associated semi-allegories 
Notation. Let ~2 be an allegory (the composite of R and S is denoted by RS). If 
X is an object of d let us denote by [X] the relations contained in Ax (i.e. the 
coreflexive relations [5]); [X] is a lower semi-lattice. If R is a relation from X to 
Y let us denote by Rcoim (the coimage map) the map from [Y] to [X] defined by: 
BsRCoim = (RBR’)nA (’ m what follows a + f or af shall denote the classical image 
of the element a by the map f ). This defines a contravariant functor from d to the 
category of lower semi-lattices and monotone functions. 
While restricted to Map(d) this functor has nice properties 
Proposition 5.1. Let f be a map. Using the above notations we have: 
(1) f coim is a monotone map from [Y] to [Xl; 
(2) f 
Coiml _ 
-f Ocoim is the left adjoint to f Coim; 
(3) A n(B. fCoim#) = ((A. fC”im) no). fCoim$; 
(4) (fg) 
Coim = gCoim 
f 
Coim. 
(5) zf (f, g, u, v) is a squa;e of maps satisfying that u” f = gu” and f f o (‘I uu” = A, 
then &Oim 
f 
COim# = $OimA Coim 
9 
Proof. Properties (l), (2), (3) and (4) are greater or lesser known ([5, 14, 15]), and 
easy to prove. 
To prove (5) we shall prove that for each A we have 
A . uCoim f Coimfl c A . vCoim~gCoim 
and 
A . vCoim#gCoim c A . &oim f Coim#. 
We have 
A~ucoimfcOim~=fo(d~onA)f C(f”uAu”f)nf”f C(gv”Avg”)nA 
= A . vCOim#gCOim 
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We have 
A . ucoim#gcoim = (gt?hg”) n A c(gd’(A n t#gd’)~g”) n A 
c for.@ n ~~ff”~)~“f n A c f”(uAuo n ~d’_ff~~~~)f n A 
c f”~&C’f n A c ~“(uAu” n ff”)f 
c f”(uAu” n A)f (this last inequality is a consequence of
UU’ n ff” = A and A c A) 
=A . uCoim Coim# 
f . 0 
The above proposition and certain Volger ideas [ 181 have led us to give the following 
definitions [141. 
Definition 5.2. The category PreLog is the category whose objects are unitary semi- 
lattices and whose morphisms from L to M are increasing maps f having a left adjoint 
(denoted by f#) satisfying the following properties, for all a E L and b E M: 
(ML) anb.fR =(e.fnb).f#. 
Note. If f is invertible then f-’ = f’. 
The category PreLog allowed us to define prelogical functors [14]. 
Definition 5.3. Let ‘3’ be a category with a bi-functor “Cartesian product” ((X, Y) gives 
X x Y). A prelogical mnctor from G?? is a contravariant functor, P, from %? to PreLog 
satisfying the Volger property which reads: for each X, Y, Z, T we have 
P((flZT)is4)(P((flZT)~# = (P((~T)i,))“P((JY%) 
and the normalization property which reads: for each a E P(X x Y), we have 
a n a . p((~hd(p(~hd = 0 
(where (XYZT)134 denotes the projection from X x Y x Z x T to X x Z x T, etc.). 
In what follows [f] shall often denote P(f), and [XYZ]i2, P((XYZ)i2), etc. 
Example 5.4. If %? is a regular category then the functor of subobjects is a prelogical 
functor (this is proved for example in [14]). A Volger prelogical categories [18] deals 
with a specific prelogical tkctors. An example of a Volger prelogical functor is given 
by the Ikctor Set(X,L) (with Set is the category of sets and mappings) where L 
is a locale (or a Brouwer lattice, i.e. a complete lattice in which finite intersections 
distribute over arbitrary unions). 
Lemma 5.5. Volger property implies that 
W-,Wd~%4 - [ ’  flZ%WTln 
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and that 
Proof. To shorten formulas we replace X by 1, Y by 2, Z by 3 and T by 4. 
As (2134)1234 and (214)i~ are invertible, proving that 
[1234]i24[1234]&~ = [124]:,[234],3 
is equivalent to prove that 
We have 
(~~~~1~24~~~~1~~~)~~2341124([213412134[2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
= [214]~24([21341~24[2134]:134)([2134]2134[~~~~]2~34)[~~~~1~~~ 
(because (2134)2134(1234)124 = (2134)124(214)213) 
= [214]~24[2134]~24[213412134[12341:34 
= [214]i24[2134]i24[2134]&4 (because [2134]~is4[1234]:3~ = [2134]:,,) 
= [2141~~4C1241:3[2341,3 
this last equality being a consequence of Volger property (i.e. [2134]i24[2134]&, = 
[124];,[234]is). 
Using similar arguments the second equality can be proved. 0 
Definition 5.6. Let P be a prelogical functor on a category GS having a bi-mnctor 
“cartesian product”. The semi-allegory of P-relations over %, denoted by Rel(V/P), is 
the graph whose objects are those of V and whose arrows from X to Y are F(X x Y), 
endowed with the composition law 0 and the reciprocation functor o, defined by: 
a 0 b = (a[XYZ]l, II b[XYZ]23)[XYZ]i3 with a E P(X x Y), b E P(Y x Z), 
co = c[XY]& with c E P(X x Y). 
(The law rl is inherited from the laws n on the objects of F’reLog.) 
We have to prove that Rel (w/P) is a semi-allegory. 
It is an evidence that 0 is monotone on both sides, and that o is monotone, and 
that the normalization axiom for prelogical functors implies the normalisation property 
for Rel (g/P). 
The following result is expected. 
Lemma 5.7. We haoe 
a 0 (b 0 c) = d[XYZT]i, = (a 0 b) 0 c 
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where 
d = ~[xmr]~, n b[mT]23 n c[~Y~T]~~. 
Proof. To shorten formulas we replace X by 1, Y by 2, Z by 3 and T by 4. 
As [1234]i4 = [124]is[1234]i24 we have 
I d[1234];, = d[1234],,,[124];,. 
Using similar arguments, and [1234]2s4 has a left adjoint, we obtain 
d = a[l24],2[1234],24 n (b[234]12 n c[234]23)[1234]2s4. 
It follows (using ML) that 
d[l234]:, = (a[124112 fl (b[234],2 f-l ~[234]2s)[l234]2,,[1234];~~)[124];~. 
Using Lemma 5.5 the second member of the above equality becomes 
(a[124112 n @]234112 n ~[~3~1~~~~~~~1~~[~~~1~~~[~~~1:~ 
which reads a 0 (b 0 c). 
Similar arguments can be used to prove that d[XYZT]~, = (a 0 b) 0 c. q 
Lemma 5.8. We have (a“>0 = a, (a 0 b)” = b” 0 a” and (a n b)” = a0 n b’. 
Proof. We have (c[XY]&)[YX]l, = (c[XY]:i)[xY]~i = c. 
Using the definition of 0 and o (and the above conventions concerning notations) 
we obtain 
(a 0 b)” = (a[123112 n b[12312~)[1231~~[131:,; 
then (a 0 b)” is equal to 
(a[l21~,[321]32[123]321 n ~~~~1~,~~~~1~~~~~~1~~~~~~~~1:,[1~1:, 
which is equal to 
and the conclusion follows from [123]s21[123]~,[13]~, = [32l]is. 
The identity (a n b)” = a0 n b” is a consequence of [xY]2i invertibility. cl 
Lemma 5.9. We have a 0 b n c c a 0 (b n a” 0 c). 
Proof. Using (ML) and the definition of 0 we obtain 
a 0 b fl C = (a[123112 f-l b[123]23)[123];3 n C 
= (a[l23],2 n b[123]z3 f-l c[l23]is)[I23];,. 
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We aim to show that this last expression is less than 
(4123112 n(bna” 0 4Wl2dWl;p 
To achieve this aim it is sufficient to show that 
a[123112 n c[123],3 C(a” 0 c)[123]2s. 
The expression a[123112 f+ c[123]is is less than 
(4123112 f- c[1231is)[1231:s[12312s- 
As it is easy to show that u0 0 c = (a[123112 nc[123]i3)[123& the conclusion follows. 
0 
Lemma 5.10. We have a C a 0 0. 
Proof. u 0 0 = (4122]i2 n ~[122]~~)[122];~. q 
5.2. Symmetrically logical jiinctors and associated Peirce semi-allegories 
Notation. Let &’ be a Peirce allegory. If f is a map from X to Y let us denote by 
fCoimb the map from [X] to [Y] defined by: A . f Coimb = f” 0 (A U V) 0 f co n A (let 
us recall that f’ = f 0 V is a complement of f). 
Proposition 5.11. Using the above notations we have: 
(1) f Coimb is the right adjoint to f Coim; 
(2) A U (B. f Coimb) = ((A . f Coim) u B) . fCoimb; 
(3) if (f, g, u, v) is a square of maps satisfying that u” f = gu” and f f" mu0 = A, 
t,?ren &oim f Coimb = vCoimb Coim g 
Proof. (1) Using adjointness A . f ‘Oirn CB is equivalent to f OAO f”nAcB, to 
f VA0 f” c BUV, to A c f "V(BUV)V f Co (by the consequence of Proposition 2.6) 
to A c f c 0 (B u V) V f Co n A (using A c A). 
(2) We have 
A u (B . fCoimb )=Au(fCV(BuV)VfoCnA) 
=(AU fcV(BUV)VfoC)nA 
~fcV(fc”VAVfCUBUV)VfoCfIA 
= ((A . f coim) U B) . fCoimb. 
We have 
((A . f Coim) u B) . fCoimb >A . fCoimfCoimb u B . poimb 
> A u B . fCoi”b 
because A c A . f Coim f ‘Oimb. 
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(3) A. u CoimfCoimb >A . ,jZoimbgCoim is equivalent to 
A . @Jim 1 A . ,CoimbgCoimfCoim. 
We have 
A. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ =f v(g V(U~ V(A u V)V P n A)0 go n A)0 f" n A 
=f~~~(~cV(AuV)VPnA)~gofonffonA 
=uO vO(uc 0 (Auv) VP n A)vu"d n A 
>uOd'nA. 
(We have used uu = f g: no f = gu” easily implies uu c f g, then as uu and f g are 
maps uu = f g. We have also used the consequence of Proposition 2.6.) 
A . UCoimfCoimb =A . UCoimbgCoim is equivalent to A . UCoimfCoimbgCoimRUCoim ‘A. 
We have 
As in the above subsection we are lead to the following definitions, 
Definition 5.12. The category Log is the category of PreLog-arrows which have a 
right adjoint (the right adjoint to f is denoted by fb). The category PosLog is the 
subcategory of Log whose objects are the distributive lattices and whose maps are 
Log-maps, f, satisfying the following properties, for all a E L and b E M: 
(Co-ML)aUb. fb=(a.fUb).fb. 
If g is a logos [5] then the coimage Cmctor factors through Log. If % is a Peirce 
allegory then the coimage functor, restricted to the category of maps, factors through 
PosLog. The category PosLog allows us to define symmetically logical functors. 
Definition 5.13. Let V be a category with a bi-functor Cartesian product. A logical 
functor from ‘3’ is a contravariant functor, P, from % to Log which is a prelogical 
functor. A symmetrically logical functor is a logical functor, P, which factors through 
PosLog and satisfies that: for each X, Y, Z, T we have 
P((XmT)134)(P((1YYZT)123))b = (P((XZT),s))bNXYZ)is) 
and the normalization property which reads: for each a E P(X x Y), we have 
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Proposition 5.14. P be a symmetrically logical functor on %. The semi-allegory 
Rel(g/P) endowed with the second law, 0, defined by: if a E P(X x Y), b E P(Y x Z) 
then 
a 0 b = (a[~112 U ~WWB)W-& 
and with the law U inherited from the laws U on the objects of PosLog, is a Peirce 
semi-allegory. 
Proof. It follows from the above subsection that (Rel(W/P),V, o, U, rx) is a semi- 
allegory. We have 
a V (b 0 c) = (4123112 n (b[234112 U ~~2341~~)[2341$~~241~~)[~241~~ 
= (4123112 n (b[23‘% U ~~2341~,)[~2341~~~[~2341~~~)[~241~~ 
= (a[123]12 r-l (b[1234]z3 U ~[1234],~)[1234];,,)[124];s. 
We have also 
(a 0 b) 0 c = ((a[1234112 n b[1234]2~)[1234];,, U ~[134]~3)[134]~,. 
Proving that a 0 (b 0 c) ~(a 0 b) 0 c is equivalent to prove that: 
a[l23112 n (b[l234123 U [l2341~)[l2341:,, 
C((a[l234112 fl b[l23412s)[l2341;,, u c[134]23)[1341~3[124]13. 
We have 
((d123‘b n N1WdUW;,, U c[134]23)[1341~,[1241~~ 
= ((d1234112 n WWdW41;3, U ~[134123)[1234]134[1234]~~~ 
= ((u[1234]12 f-l b[1234]23)[1234]:,,[1234]134 U ~[1234] )[1234];~,. 
Then proving that a 0 (b 0 c) ~(a 0 b) 0 c is equivalent to prove that: 
(a[l23112 n (b[l234123 U [l234l~)[l2341;2,)[l2341~1 
C(u[1234]12 n b[1234]2s)[1234];3,[1234]t3J U ~[123‘!]~.+ 
The first member of this inequality is equal to 
a1123112 n (b[1234123 U [l234134)[12341~,,[1234]124 
which is less than 
u[l23],2 II (b[l234]23 U [1234]34). 
The second member of the last inequality is greater than 
(a[ 12341,~ n b[123412s) U c[ 1234]s.+ 
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Using lattice distributivity we have 
a[l23]12 n (b[l234]23 U [1234]34) c(a[1234]tz rl b[l234]23) U c[123‘t]3cj 
and the proof of Peirce identity is complete. 
Similar methods can be used to prove the other properties. 0 
Example 5.15. An example of a symmetrically logical functor is given by the functor 
Set(X,L) where L is a bi-locale (i.e. a complete lattice in which finite intersections 
distribute over arbitrary unions, and finite unions distribute over arbitrary intersections). 
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